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If you'd like to improve your ability to learn and memorize legal terminology by as much as 100%,
200%, even 300% (or more)...using simple memory techniques that you can learn in 15-20 minutes
(or less), then this may be the most important audiobook that you will ever listen to. Believe it or not,
it really doesn't matter if you think you have a good memory or not. Don't worry! Frankly, if you can
memorize a short email address or the name of a movie, then you can use this system to memorize
legal terminology and precedents. But there's really no time to lose. Every day that you are not
using this simple memorization system, you are literally stealing from yourself the joy of being able
to recall an abundance of legal terminology as you easily expanded the natural abilities of your
mind.
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This very thorough resource lays out precise methods for creating your own personalized memory
system. It goes so far beyond the basic memory techniques of flashcards, repetition, and the like.
When you have a lot of vocabulary and details to commit to memory especially when studying legal
terminology, the standard memory methods don't always cut it.I admit to being overwhelmed when I
first began reading this book. However, the way the authors have taken the time to walk you through
their memory system with so many examples makes it that much easier for you to apply.The
memory palace technique reminded me of the word association flashcards used to teach SAT
vocabulary and worksheets we gave our children for helping them learn all the names of the state

capitals. They both used silly word associations or rhyming words to jog your memory. The problem
is, if you don't remember the silly associations you cannot recall the word you were trying to
memorize in the first place. The memory palace technique instantly personalizes your memory
associations making them much easier to recall.

I'm a 1L and have been struggling with how to retain all of the information. The method helped me
not only learn the terminology but also how to retain the information from my case briefs!

This is a workable method. This method has been around and discussed for quite some time. There
are many terms used that most people dismiss as "legalese" but ... if you don't use the right term
you might get chicken instead of steak. The law is all about technicalities so a book that effectively
teaches you how to learn and memorize a whole segment of the technicalities of the law seems to
be very much in order.Nota bene: ab initio if you are a law student , or just a student of the law, a
firm grasp on the language of the law will give you a clear advantage over your source of
instruction's ability to load you down with "busy work".

The systems of which this book is based on have been around for a long time. The author has
added a new dimension to the memory palace technique to help learning vocabulary even easier
and more enjoyable.This system works and can be applied to vocabulary of any language or subject
for that matter.Use it, it works!

I've read a few books on memory palaces and I found this book to be the most useful on the
subject. The author does away with all the unnecessary filler talk and goes straight into explaining
how it is done.I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in learning how to use the memory
palace method.

This is a book that has been invaluable, and a life saver to me. I highly recommend it. At first it was
hard to see how it would help. But the author not only sets it out but supports this process and
helped me get on track. The process is invaluable. Rather than memorizing just terms its a way of
putting all of the concepts into areas that you can move around easily. I have thirteen subjects and
pulling them in quickly can be a struggle if you are not organized. Of all the "methods" I have used
this method is the best. The support from the magnetic memory series videos are so cheap its a
joke but not a joke since it is helping me big time.

I would not purchase this book again, would not recommend it, and would not be sure about why
some people provided Five Star reviews.Why is this book so special? In my view, this book is a
twisted version of Loraine's and other books about improving your memory, which are explaining
professionally concepts and ideas. I purchased this book hoping to get something law-school
specific. However, what I got instead was old ideas repeated again, and repeated without any
creativity. Some memory palace explanations. Some animations explanations.The bottom line is
that instead of learning about memorizing legal terminology, I think that I better understood how
some authors can make money publishing books with popular titles. In a nutshell, it is like selling
cancer remedy, which does not exist but hopeless, sick people will pay money anyway hoping that
this specific remedy will treat them of cancer.

Not sure what the people who gave it 5 stars got out of the book. That was the biggest waste of my
time. I tried. I really did. I don't understand the concept and I didn't find it well explained. The whole
thing was just an over inflated blog, that repeated itself ad nauseum. He preaches against rote, yet
used it heavily in the writing. I have never returned a book because I didn't like it until today. Not
worth the $3 I paid.
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